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CAT35123 Tech Readout 3055 Upgrade By Catalyst Game LabsBattleTech Classic: Tech Readout:

3055 UpgradeIn 3055, a new breed of Inner Sphere BattleMech started rolling off assembling lines

Mechs specifically designed to counter the Clan invasion at the same time that secondline Clan

Mechs began to appear. By 3067 those design have become a staple of the modern battlefield,

giving rise to notable MechWarriors and new variants, while the demands of the ever-popular

Solaris VII Games have resulted in a plethora of new dueling ?Mechs designed using prototype

technology.Technical Readout: 3055 Upgrade presents the Solaris VII Mechs built using prototype

technologies. Upgraded in appearance and technology, the designs first presented in the Solaris VII

box set and Solaris: The Reaches are now back in print, along with several new Solaris VII designs.

In addition to the upgraded appearance of selected Clan designs, all the art work for Technical

Readout: 3055 Upgrade is new, providing fresh illustrations of now classic Inner Sphere

BattleMechs and Clan OmniFighters.The Mechs in the Solaris VII BattleMechs section are

constructed using select equipment found in Tactical Operations. To use those designs, players will

need that book.
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As a reprint, it is quite weird to have to qualify thing as to what should and shouldn't be proper. the

problem is that the Upgrades not only have to deal with the switch to Total Warfare, but also skirting

around the unseen. 3039 did so with amazing gusto (it replaced 3025 & 3026 as the intro TRO),

3050 & 3055 had other issues. 3050 had the clans invasion start and so showed off most of the



omnis, and since the revised showed off 2750 star league. so what do you do to replace not just

some revisions to IS unseen, but also most of the clan refits? Simple, bring in Solaris 7 customs. It

works, but only slightly. if at some time in the future, there is a wave of mk2 Upgrades, it would be

nice to see this book, along with 3039 & 3050, with all the original units intact. I guess that will be

when pigs gain bird wings though on leagal grounds.

I was pleased to see the new information in the TO 3055 Upgrade. The art work is very good and

the new story backgrounds of the mechs helps flesh out the BT universe even further.
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